Estimating ON and OFF contributions to the photopic hill: normative data and clinical applications.
With progressively brighter stimuli, the amplitude of the b-wave of the human photopic electroretinogram (ERG) first increases to a maximal value (Vmax) and then decreases to finally reach a plateau, a phenomenon known as the photopic hill (PH). A mathematical model combining a Gaussian (G) and a logistic (L) growth function was previously proposed to fit this unusual luminance-response curve, where the G and L functions were suggested to represent, respectively, the OFF and ON retinal pathway contributions to the building of the PH. The PHs of patients presenting stationary diseases affecting specifically the ON (3 CSNB-1) or OFF (4 CPCPA) retinal pathways as well as patients affected with retinitis pigmentosa (14 RP) of different stages or etiology were analyzed using this mathematical model and compared to the PHs of a group of 28 normal subjects. The PH of the CSNB-1 patients had a much larger contribution from the G function compared to normal subjects, whereas the opposite was observed for the CPCPA patients. On the other hand, analysis of data from RP patients revealed variable G-L contributions to the building of their PH. In this study, we confirm the previous claim that the luminance-response function of the photopic ERG b-wave can be decomposed into a Gaussian function and a logistic growth function representing, respectively, the OFF and ON retinal pathways. Furthermore, our findings suggest that this mathematical decomposition could be useful to further segregate and potentially follow the progression of retinopathies such as RP.